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1. INTRODUCTION 

lhe overall development 1n any country is closely related to 
energy. This relation is particularly emphasized in developing 
~ountries. According to the United Nations definition developing 
countries <DC> are those countries Milich need financial and/or 
technological assistance for their future development. 

There is only one generally accepted parameter for definin~ a 
development level: the Gross National Product <GNP> per capita, 
but any figure chosen ~o make the distinction is highly 
arbitrary. Anyway, it is a widely accepted opinion that the 
development is a direc~ function of GNP growth. 

Energy is an input for producing specific goods and services, 
•hose total sales in a country are expressed by the GNP. There is 
no doubt that a certain GNP growth requires a certain growth of 
energy input. This relation is called elasticity. The amount of 
energy needed for a certain GNP growth or progress depends on the 
socio-economic pattern of the individual country and population 
growth as a corrective parameter. 

Today, most of the energy consumed is obtained from fossil fuels 
<coals, oil, natural gas>. The world has a finite size. Its 
resources, including fossil fuels, are finite in quantity and are 
being depleted at an ever increasing rate. In addition, fossil 
fuels have an adverse effect on the environment. They cause air 
pollution, acid rains, acid smog and greenhouse effect, which 
could play havoc with climate and geography, resulting in 
loweri~g the quality of life. It therefore becomes necessary to 
find a way to replace the fossil fuels. 

But this necessity became firstly clear after the 1973 sudden oil 
price increase, and later on because of increased environmental 
pollution. 

As the first consequence of the 1'173 oil shock, energy 
conservation emerged. At the 11th World Energy Conference, energy 
conservation was defined as: 

•••••• a policy embodying the actions to be taken to en~ure the 
.ast efficacious use of finite energy resources. Example of such 
actions are energy aavings, rational use of energy, substitution 
of one form of energy by another, e.g. fossil fuels by solar, 
wind, geothermal, etc. energy. 

As soon as 1978 "Energy Auditing" was introduced into the 
standard dictionary. The term energy auditing is used to denote a 
study of a facility which has to deter~ine one or all of the 
fol 1 Olfli ng: 

1. to determine how and where energy i ~ hei r11J used o,.
converted from one form to another, 
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2. to identify opportunities to reduce.energy usage, 
3. to evaluate the economics and technical practicab1l1ty of 

implementing these reductions, 
4. to formulate prioritized recommendations for implemen~ing 

process improvements to save energy. 

lhe initial iiapet~s toward conservation after 1973 carried with 
negative stigma - reduced energy consumption meant deprivation of 
varying degrees <cooler h01Des. less leisure travel, etc.> and a 
•ajor restructuring of the life-styles of consumers in the oil
i1tporting countries. In fact .uch of the early drop in energy and 
specially in oil da.and was price induced rather than 
conservation born of new processes and changes in technology. 
With ti•e and availability of capital or credit, energy 
consumption was reduced through conservation based on greater 
efficiency in utilization. Today. energy efficiency became a 
usual way of thinking. 

But this new ter• which appeared here, has to be defined. I·- can 
be defined in the sense of thP. first and second law of 
therllOdyna•ics: 

a> based on the first law: 
nl _ energy delivered as work 
7 - energy absorbed by the system 1 

b> based on the second law: 
c availability out in product 
~ • availability in 

availability being defined as the ability of a system to do the 
useful work and it is the maximum work that system could perform 
in going from its existing state down to a state of 
equilibrium with its surroundings. 

Arl industrial plant can be viewed simply as a system to which 
raw •aterials, energy and labor are provided and from which 
•aterial goods, waste materials, and always, waste energy are 
obtained. The waste energy is generally heat energy that is 
rejected to the surroundings because of the cyclic nature of many 
plant processes. It is worthwhile from an energy and cost savings 
viewpoint to minimize the heat actually rejected to the 
atmosphere. However, according to the second law of 
ther.adynamics, a certain amount of heat must be returned to the 
environment for cyclic devices, hence, total reclamation of waste 
heat may not be possible. 

Overall efficiencies of industrial plants are strongly influenced 
by the ther•al efficiencies of their components. Figure 1. shows 
sonte •stimated limits of the thermal efficiencies for a host of 
proce•sing devices in terms of process temperature. Process 
involving h1~her temperatures have very high thermal losses. Yet 
with new equipment designed with energy conservation in mind, it 
will be possible to move toward the maximum efficiency line, thus 
saving large quantities of energy. 
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~fici11ty 

Figure 1. approximated ef~!ciencv of industrial processes 

1.1. Resume 

Energy conserv~tion Lnd energy efficiency emerged in the 70-ies 
as an answer to the rising energy supply problems. Energy audit 
appeared at the same ti•e as a set of procedures for the 
determination of energy flows in industry, partial or overall 
plant efficiency, and opportunities to reduce energy bills. While 
detailed procedures for energy auditing may vary somewhat from 
industry to indu•try and even from plant to plant within an 
industry, certain basic ele~ts are common to all comprehensive 
~nergy audits, regardless of the nature and size of the 
operation. These will be defined in the following text. 
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2. ENERGY CONSERVATION ~JECT PLANNING 

Companies can lower their energy costs substantially by the 
i1Bi3letaentation of the energy conservation program, but, there are 
no shortcuts. First of all, an energy audit ha~ to be done to 
fin~ out how the complete plant currently stands tr-om an energy 
point of view, in order to be able to determine the possibilities 
of energy savings and energy recovery. 

It is a known fact, approved by experience, that a modern 
industry which lacks skilled personnel, adequate 1DOOitoring 
instruments and functioning maintenance progra•s and which has 
not invested in preventive •aintenance always has great 
possibilities of reducing its energy costs dra•atically. It is 
unfortunately a particularly co .. on case in developing countries. 

Another important factor is to ensure that the .-easures to be 
taken are carried out in the correct order. This aeans that one 
starts by housekeeping and lOM-invest.ent measures which will 
gain fast results. That is convenient for DC because they usual 
suffere fro• lack of funds for higher invest=ient in energy 
conservation programs. 

But regardless of the .easures which are supposed to be taken, 
the scope of the project .ust be deter•ined at the start. An 
example could be a country which is very depend upon a certain 
branch of industry and is therefore very interested in lowering 
energy costs in this field. The government can have an energy 
conservation project carried out in this branch alone. Another 
example could be a group of similar companies which decided to 
carry out a conservation project at one of these, with the 
intention of applying the experience thus gain at the remaining 
coaapanies in the group. 

When planning the scope of the project it is important to specify 
the goals and results which should be arriv~d at and to determine 
time and cost frameworks. This should be done during the 
preliminary planning stage. It should also be decided as to whAch 
people are to be involved in the project and what their 
responsibilities should be and also the area where expert aid is 
to be utilized. 

When it 
project, 
achieve 

1. 
2. 
3. 

ca.es ~o the realization of an energy conservation 
certain work procedures must be followed in order to 

satisfactory result&: 
energy audit, 
energy balance, 
.. asures to reduce energy utilization, 

4. energy and cost calculation for all Measures, 
S. priority list of ineasure&, 
6. training ano information, 
7. follow up of implemented measures. 
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3. THE ENERGY AUDIT 

An energy audit tMJst be carried out at the factor-y or- i ndustr·y in 
order to be able to determine the energy flows within the 
industry. The manner in whict1 this is e}:ecuted depend~ on the 
size of the object to be audited. If the project covers the whole 
branch of industry and a large number of factories it is perhaps 
enough to perfor• a nu.t>er of general inspections of the plants 
concerned, Nhereas in the case of a project of a more limited 
scope it is easier to execute llKJre exact and comprehensive 
eeasure.ent. 

In order that the energy audit be effective, it is very important 
that the aia of the project be ..ell defined to ensure that the 
results truly provide the necess.v-y data needed for the basis of 
an evaluation of saving potential. It is essential that the 
qualified experts are available for this part of the project. The 
knONledge required is, first and fore.nost in the fields of 
.easure.ent technique, but also knDMledge and experience in e.g. 
process technique can be necessary. 

4'n audit can be executed in several stages. For e>:ataple, a 
general audit in a certain country •ight suggest that an energy 
conservation project would be best suited for a certain branch of 
industry or a certain region of the country. Then a •ore detailed 
audit eight be carried out at a specific com?any within that 
branch or in that region in order to attain a more solid basis 
for continued work on project. 

There are generally two types of energy audit: 
1. short or overview audit, 
2. diagnostic audit. 

3.1. Short energy audit 

There is no universally accepted definition of what a short audit 
is or how it is conducted. Certainly it should b~ considered 
mainly as an information gathering exercise. Except for very 
large sites the whole exercise ought not to ~~ke more than one or 
two days plus the ti.e necessary to prepare the report. The 
important thing to re.ember is that an audit is not an end in 
itself but a prelude to other activities. 

Regarding the conduct of the audit, the important thing is to 
ensure that nothing significant i~ omitted. For that purpose an 
useful checklist in a form of a questionaria is included as an 
Appendix. The main part of the energy audit can be conducted on a 
normal working day but. should be followed cp soon after with a 
brief audit during silent hours. This wi 1 J reveal tt1e extP.nt to 
wt'lich things are not switched off, and without. the noise of 
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machinery hidden losses are easier to detect. If a set of site 
drawings exists then a copy should be taken on an audi~ so that 
the location of a major plant, pipeline~ etc. can be marked on it 
and the drawings generally updated. 

Although the short audit is mainly an infCJrmat1on gathering 
exercise, it usually throw up a number of recommendations. These 
can be divided into different categories: 

1. si91>le •aintenance tasks which should put in hand as 
quickly as possible, e.g. steam leaks, air leaks, damaged 
insulation, 

2. items Mhich need to be looked regularly to ensure they 
are NOrking satisfactorily. A check list of this should be drawn 
up to 90rlitor the frequency with Mhich they need to be checked, 
by Mhoa and Mhat is to be looked for, 

3. areas where e.ployees a,..-e causing energy waste either in 
space heating or in process uses Mt.ere aanagement need to 
deteraine the best approach, 

4. the inforaation on each aajor energy consumer in the 
plant should be gathered, 

5. the existing aeters should be noted and it should be 
ascertained whether they are working and if anyone takes readings 
froaa them, 

6. recommendation which will require furt~er assessment, 
where management has to decide what additional information will 
be needed and hDM to obtain it. This leads naturally to the next 
stage, the diagncstic energy audit. 

3.2. The diagnostic energy audit 

In the diagnostic audit the additional measurements are installed 
on all or selected major items of the plant and the energy 
consumption is -.onitored simultaneously over a fixed period of 
time to gain a pict~re of the average pattern of energy use of 
the whole site. 

The result Jf the energy aujit should be an energy balance and a 
detailed study of this allows an evaluation to made in regard as 
to which energy conservation measures shou~~ be implemented. 

Energy balance may be presented in a number of a different ways 
e.g. in table or diagram form. Usually, the most 
perspicuous ~anner in which to present an energy balance is in a 
Sankey diagram. Such a Sankey diagram for a factory is shown 
below. 

Such a diagram is useful becau~e it gives an immediate visual 
impression of energy flows in the factory, and enables the 
identification of priority areas ti"' be tackled in futL1re energy 
~aving campaign. The diagram often contains closed loops w~ich 

indicate the extent to which ~eat is being recover~d and reused. 
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3.3. How to start an energy audit 

The more accurate the picture management hac; of it~. current 
energy consumption, the better placed it will bP to identify 
areas of potential saving. This ffteans kno,.,ing not onl\• how much 
is spent on energy in different forms, but also what quantities 
this buys, what is it used for, how efficiently i!. used and which 
uses are essential and Nhich are not. 

Obtaining this infor•ation is much simpler than is sometimes 
realized. The figures necessary for a bas:c appreciation will 
altnast certainly be to hand within the organization, and a 
prerequisite to establishing the energy plan is to charge someone 
with the responsibility of collecting and presenting them. 
Existing inforaatjon is likely to be of three kinds: 

1. bills for fuel, electricit~ and water, 
2. information fratn electricity, steam or water meters 

around the site, 
3. production information. 

Firstly, attempt to complete Table 1 for fuel and energy used in 
particular establishment for the last financial year. Tables 2, 
3, and 4 suggest an initial approach to collecting information on 
energy use by various sectors which can then be audited 
separately. The larger the energy consumption,and the greater the 
total energy cost,the more detailed breakdown required. 

3.3.1. Getting started by using information from bills 

There are two pieces of information on energy use to be drawn 
from bills: 

1. the quantity used, 
2. the amount of money paid for it. 

In general it is more convenient to manage energy in terms of 
physical quantities then in terms of cost because physical units 
should not be su~ject to annual escalation. On the other hand it 
is nearly always easier to convey the importance of energy and 
arouse manage•ent interest in it by talking in terms of cost. 

For each fuel electricity and water it is worthwhile preparing a 
breakdown of the tables 1 - 4, showin9 the consumption in 
physical units and ccst for each month. Expressed in this way the 
amount of variation during the year can be seen. If overall costs 
are rising, this tables will reveal whether this is due to 
changes in unit cost or changes in level of consu1T1ption. B·y 
examining the trend through the year some indication can be 
obtained as to the effect of variation in seasons. 

For electricity it is also useful to note down the maximum demand 
figure. Maximum demand is based on an assessment of the maximum 
amount of electricity used in any one half hour period <or 15 
minutes> in the month and form the basis for part of the charges 
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indicated on the bill. It i5 advisable to determine rihether the 
the maxi11tUm demand charge still corresponds to c::or"'l'511m1=tion 
levels. 

In the case of water, if consumption inc-reased in one• 111ont.h 
that increase persisted, it is indicative of undetected 
which is causing unnecessary expense. 

and 
leak 

In a factory where energy is used for processes a great deal can 
be learned by examining the relationship between energy and 
product.ion. This can •ake use either of information frOftl bills or 
of other information collected on site. 

One thing whjch can be examined is the influence of weather, and 
the .ast i..ediate way to do this is to look a~ summer months 
separate fraca the winter months. 

Having collected and analyzed energy use and costs data the 
stage i~ to examine ways in which the audit procedure can 
i1nproved and opportunities for energy saving identified. 

4. METERING AND MEASUREMENT 

next 
be 

Once all 
remains 
factory. 
oil, gas 
sometimes 

the existing information is acquired and understood, it 
to collect measuring data about energy flows inside the 
Meters are used to measure the flow of steam, water, 

and electricity. Thus, this form oh measurement is 
referred to as metering. 

Metering results can be used to compile an energy profile that 
can: 

1.aid in establishing and refining energy use by product 
line, department or area, 

2.establish and improve energy use accountability, 
3.allow measure.1ent of cost reduction, 
4.help determine equipment capSability and load factors for 

future modifications and plant expansion, 
S.provide data for analyzing results that vary from 

established standards. 

In addition, an energy profile likely will reveal areas where 
conservation projects are more beneficial. 

There should be a nu1nber of stationary measuring instruments at a 
plant in order to enable regular monitoring and operation of 
equipment and processes. But the majority of industries today 
lack measuring instru-.nts that are in working order and this 
renders impossible efficient energy use. 

As a rule, a plant where the energy situation is under control 
and which has a regular follow up program and many implemented 
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~nergy savings measures, possesses a number. at carefully chosen 
measuring inst.rument.s t.hat. are checked met.hodi r.C\ l l y. The fact. 
that. a plant lacks measuring instruments or po~~psc:.es unsuitable 
or ones t.hat. are out. of order generally indil'.:ate there is an 
immediat.e need for energy ~tudy to be carried out and energy 
saving potent.ials are good. Good instrument.atic-r: faci Ii tat.es an 
energy study and enhances the results. 

Unfortunat.ely, measuring inst.rument.s are very e>:pensive and t.his 
is way it is appropriate to draw up a plan regarding which 
instruments are required. These inst.rument.s should be rated 
according t.o their degree of urgency and import.ance and 
consequently purchased over a period of say a year or a number of 
years. 

First and foremost, those existing instruments at a plant. should 
be checked to ensure that they are correctly installed and 
functioning properly. 

The reGuirements for measuring inst.ruments varies from plant to 
plant in regard to type and number, but, the most common and most 
useful ones which should be purchased first are: 

-electric energy meters, 
-water meters, 
-oi 1 gauges, 
-steam flow meters, 
-heat meters, 
-temperature gauges, 
-pressure gauges, 
-02 or C02 meters. 

When purchasing measuring instruments it is necessary to draw up 
a basic requirement specification for the instruments. The 
requirement specification must give e.g. pipe diameters, 
dimensioning flows, average flows, maximum and minimum 
temperatures, pressure and requirements regarding measurement 
accuracy. Tenders for the desired measuring instruments should be 
r~quested from suppliers and these should be checked against the 
requirement specifications to ensure that these st.al 1 be met. 
There must be a description regarding installation as well as 
instruction on handling, calibration etc. supplied with each 
measuring irstrument. These •ust be followed carefully to ensure 
that the measurements are conducted with accuracy stated by the 
supplier. 

4.1. Measuring equipment 

Mt-·asuring, metering, monitoring and automatic control equipment 
in varying combinations is required to operate a process 
efficiently. The prime requirement for all these functions is an 
instrument that can accurately sense the measured variable and 
that display the value, or transmjt a signal for interpretation 
by other devices. An instrument , as a primary P.lement, i~ 

composed of some type of sensing devices in contact witti the 
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fluid or substance, an amplification unit and physical unit \..,t,1ch 
indicates the measurement ot- transl at: es the· sensing i mpu l -:e- ! nto 
some kind of power or motion. 

The originally developed sensing tc·le111ent~ wel"e stc>lf-cor.tr.;ned 
units which sense•t the measured varia""-le and dlsplayed it in 
unit such as 0 c, kPa and kg/h. With time it became apparent that 
benefits would result from the use of transmitters and 
transducers that permitted remote indicators, more comple>: 
control loops and central control rooms. 

A tranSMitter is defined as a device that sense a process 
variable through the medium of primary element, and has an output 
whose steady state value is a predetermined function of the 
process variable. The primary ~lement may be separate or integral 
par~ of the transmitter. 

A transducer is a device which receives information in the form 
of one quantity and converts it to information in the same or 
another quantity. An example would be the conversion of a 4-20 mA 
signal from a transmitter to a pneumatic signal. 

A pneumatic transmitter is a device that senses a process 
variable and translates the measured value into an air pressure 
which is transmitted various r~ceiver devices for indication, 
recording, control or alarm purposes. 

Most measuring and controlling devices work together via a 
compatible signal transmission system. Just as English or French 
are a form of communication, so too are the 4-20 mA or 21-103.5 
kPa <gauge> signal transmission systems. For computers there are 
many forms of communication S'.Jch as serial, paral lei, RS 232, 
IEEE 488 etc. The majority of instruments communication is based 
on pneumatic or electronic analog signal transmission for short 
to medium distances. 

In this paper only a simplified description of some 
instrumentation will be provided and a detailed one can be found 
in a number of handbooks and manuals. 

However, to advanced measuring instruments should be avoided. A 
complicated measuring instruments is often more difficult to 
calibrate and handle than a more straightforward, simple one. So, 
the most simple, most durable and most commonly used in industry 
have been selected. These description do not in any way claim to 
be complete, but can be of help in starting initial measuring 
activities in industries. 

4.2. Electric energy meters 

There is usually at least one electric energy meter at 
plant - a meter which indicates total energy utilization. 
is installed by the power suppli~r who uses it ~~ b~sis 
debiting. 

every 
This 
for 
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A similar type of meter , a kWh meter, is the s1mple~.t to use to 
measure individual electric power users which are of -~pec:ial 
interest. These could be large cooling or an comprE·-:.~,")r5- or 
other large motors having long operation times. 

The kWh integrate electrical output and time so that b'; readir1g 
the aeter at two Clifferent points in t.1me one can find 'iut hol .. 
much electrical energy has been used during that time pe-r-1od. 

The kWh meter consist mainly of a mounted aluminum plate and two 
spools. A counting •echanism registers the total number of 
revolutions of the plate, integrates the output and shows the 
total amount of electrical energy which passed through the meter. 

The price of a kWh meter of up to 100 A is approx. US $ 130. 
Above this the addition of a current transformer is required. The 
deviation of the meters is +/- 1.57.. AEG, LandisM>yr, Siemens and 
Iskra-YU are some of the manufactures in this field. 

kWh meters are mostly installed just for the most important 
individual electricity users. As for the rest a good 
understanding of the energy consumption of an electrical 
installation may be obtained by the occasional manual measurement 
of power cutput using ordinary A-, V-, and W-meters or clip-on 
meters <see fig. 3>.The ordinary •eters can be connected directly 
or via a current or voltage transformer <see fig. 4>, single or 
three-phased. When using a clip-on meter, measurement is made 
around one phase only. 

If the voltage and current are measured only, the cos' has to be 
known <usually .75 - l> and the output power can be determined 
as foll o"'s 

P = V ·I· cos 'f or P =fi'·v·I·cosf, 

for a three-phase system, with V and I being voltage and current 
respectively. 

The output 
wattmeter, 
utilization 
multiplying 
time. 

power may be measured even directly using a clip-on 
which costs approx. US :f 550. The total energy 
of a process or a •achine can later be calculated by 
the power requirement ~ the machine by its operating 

Figure 3. Clip-on A-meters 
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4.3. Flow .easurecnent 

4.3.l. :..'!.quid flow ineasurecnent - vol•.unetric meters 

This type of meters ~asure the liquid ·.·olume directly with good 
accuracy <0.5 - 17.) over very wide flok ranges of at. least 10:1. 
These meters are often used for applications where the •easured 
flow is to be used for billing purposes. 

There are •any different volu.etric aeters e.g. turbine wheel, 
la.ellar wheel, oval Mheel or impeller .eters. Such a .set.er has 
one or .aare .easure.ent chaeers of known volume Mhich is 
alternatively filled or e.ptied. The number of titnes the chamber 
is. filled is registered by a cou11ting iaechanis• and this number 
is then 9Ultiplied by chaeer volume. In this way the volume of 
liquid flowing through the .et.er in a cP-rtain ti.e is provided. 

However, these .-eters always have a certain range of 
capacity which -.est be respected if the stated accuracy is to be 
fulfilled. When, for exa.aple, a water ~ter is ordered the 
•axi-.im water flow IMJSt ~e given and the probable average which 
is to be measured. Also, the water temperature and pipe 
dimensior.s where the aeter is going to be installed must be 
stated. Water meters should be installed both for the total cold 
and hot water consw.ption and for individual users of interest. 

0 The hot wa· ?r meters can withstand a temperature of 120 C. 

In order to check how •uch energy is used in preparation of hct 
water or by an individual hot water user a table such as the on~ 

shown below can be filled in. 

Table 5 Data for hot water consumption checking 

DATE TIME CONSUMP- HOT WATER ENERGY AVERAGE 
REjDING TI~ TEl'IPERAT. CONSUM. OUTPUT 
Im I Im I /OC/ /kWh/ /kW/ 

The energy utili~ation is calculated as follows 

Q _ __:t_-j·cn • (Tbw - Tew> 
- ... 3600 

' where Q is energy utilization <kWh>, V hot water consumption <m""'>, 
Thw and Tew temperature of hot and cold wat~r respectively <°C>, ~ 
water density at average temperature ~kg/m > and cp water heat 
capacity at average te1ns>erature <kJ/kg C>. 

... 
meters give the ··1olume ir1 ott.er ur1its tt1ar1 n-•. ..:· thar, 

in Appendix 2 can be used to C'Jnvert the qL1r"'nt it y 
the 

into 

lhe meter must be installed so that ther~ is a stra1ght 11ne of 



pipe in 
advisable 
~traight 

least 5 :: 
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front of it so as to avoid ineasurement errors. It 
to install a filter in front of the meter and 

distance between the 41lter· an~ the .eter should be 
diameter of the pipe. 

is 
the 
at 

Note that o water .eter for hot water c.an al so be 
condensate meter. In this case lt should be placed 
filter which is normally in the pipe leading from the 
tank. 

used as a 
after the 
condensate 

The price of the impeller cold water .eters ~re free 50 - 650 US 
$ for the dia•eter range fro. 25 - 150 <.en>, and for the hot 
water •eters from 180 - SC.....00 US $ for the same diameter range. 

Spanner-Pollux and Bopp&Reuther ar~ two of the •anufacturers in 
t.his field. 

4.3.2. Heat meters 

It is very practical to install heat meters for hot water or 
heating water boiler where there is both a feed line and the 
return pipe. A heat meter consists basically of a water met.er, 
te.tperature gauges in the feed and return pipe, and a counting 
IM!Chanism an integrat·Lng unit which shows direct I y how •uch 
heat energy in kWh or GJ units has been generated by the boiler. 

D 

Figure 5. Basic build up of a heat meter 

Of course 
individual 

heat meter can be installed in the case of an 
user e.g. heat eY.changer, where there is ~ feed line 

and return pipe. 
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~at meters are only installed for heating and hot water boiler~ 
and iq>ortant individual users. Occasional heat •easurements are 
£·{fected by •easuri ng the teinperat.•.lr e di .f.ference and the water 
flow separately. 

lhe price of a cocaplete heat meter i.~. water meter, temperature 
gauge, plunge pipe, cont.act and integration functions is froca US 
$ 400 - 110<• for the pipe dia.eters from 25 - 150 <••>. 

An exa.nple of a •anufact.urer- in this field is Pollux, W. Ger•any 
and AT" Yugoslavia. 

4.3.3. Orifice flow .easure9e0t 

An orifice is a pr .ary @le.ent which is a round flat iaetal plate 
with a hole. This pl•te is cla.ped between the pipe or duct 
flanges at right angles to the fluid flDN to cause a restriction 
to the flOM (fig. 6). An increase in fluid velocity through the 
orifice hole is acco-.:>anied by a decrease in static pressure, and 
the higher the vtrlocity the l°"er the pressure. This results in a 
pressure difference across the orifice which will vary with the 
flow rate. This pressure difference can be converted to a flow 
indication by a flow measuring instrument. 

Figure 6. Orifice flow •easurement 

If one wants to measure the steam flow, then the steam pressure 
and temperature at the •eters must be determined in order to be 
able to calculate the energy quantity that the steam is 
equivalent to. However, in the case of saturated steam knowledge 
of one of these parameters is sufficient. The temperature of the 
feed water must also be known. As a stea1r1 water tanl~ should 
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maintain a certain overgrP.!.;~.ure, the feedwater- should have a 
temperat.Jre of 105 - 110 C. i's temperature o-f under 100 °c in the 
feed water t:anl: indicate~ tt.at. the water is not degased, which in 
t.urn leads to corrosion problems ir. the boiler, steam and 
condensate system. 

There are stea• tables available which can be of help when 
calculating the a1H>Unt of energy required t:o generate steam at a 
certai~ pressure fro. feed water at a certain temperature. These 
tables show the energy content of the steam and condensate and 
the heat of evaporafion at different pressures and teaaperatures. 

All flow gauges -..st be installed at a point in the pipe where 
the flow is undisturbed. The •anufacturers supply guide lines as 
tg installation, nor•ally stating the requisite length of 
straight pipe that be before and after the gauge. These requisite 
lengths are usually expressed as a iaultiple of the pipe diameter. 
An exa11ple of this could be as follOMs. A stea• pipe of 100 mm 
di.a.et.er should have a strai~ht length of pipe 7 x the diameter 
after the gauge and 10 x the dia-.eter before the gauge. In this 
case there -.ast be a straight length of pipe of at least 0.7 m 
after and 1.0 m before the steam flow •eter. 

~ requirement specification when purchasing a steam flOH meter 
should include the steam pressure, steam temperature, pipe 
dimensions, aaxiaum stea• flow and average stea• flow. If a flow 
gauge is to be purchased separately a desired differential 
pressure -.ast be stated which is compatible with the 
differ~tial pressure gauge to be used. It is important to state 
whether the flow gauge is to be equipped with recording or 
integrating equipment. 

Approximative prices for orifice plat~s are from US $ 340 -
for dia•eters from 25 - 200 mm. Prices include impulse tube, 
valve and condensate vessel but exclude counter flanges, 
joints and gaskets which are supplied by local supplier. 

4.3.4. Pitot tubes flJw •easurement 

440 
gate 
bolt 

It is not always practical, not even possible, to measure fluid 
flow by an orifice. It is particularly the case with flue gas 
flow measurement. For such a purpose Pitot tube is very 
convenient solution. It measures an average gas velocity based on 
the principle that a Medium flowing towards an open tube causes 
an increase in pressure inside that tube. The total pressure of 
an air stream in duct is the sum of the static pressure exerted 
011 the sidewalls of the duct and the velocity pressure of the 
moving air (fig. 7>. The illustrated Pitot tube is common device 
for measuring the velocity pressure. To ensure measuring accuracy 
many measurements must be taken in accordance with traverse 
details shown (fig. S>. The velocity pressure should b~ 

calculated for each traverse position and the readings averaged. 
The velocity pressure in a duct can be calculated. 
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where V'is a"'·erage velocity, T temperature (10, Pv velocity 
pressure <Pa>, S bar0taetric pres5ure CkPa-absolutel, 0.764 
~:iuation constant ar • conversion of units. 

The volume flow rate can then he calculated. 

' 
where Q is voluee flOM rate <Lis>, Ad area of duct 
conversion of units. 

2 
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Figure 8. Pitot tube flow measurement 
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Figure 9. Pitot tube stations in ducts for accurate measurement 
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When using a Pitot tube it is i~portant to tate into account the 
following: 

-the Q1?asul"1ng probe must be dil"ected exactly in the 
direction of the current. Deviation~ result in extensive 
measure.ent errors. 

-·the •.ost suitable application of the Pitot tube is for 
.-easuretnent of relatively strong gas flows on account of the fact 
that the dyna•ic pressure otherwise may bF to small to measure. 
To achieve better accuracy of .easurement an inclined U-tube 
•ano.-eter can be used. 

-the .easurement met.hod •ay be sensitive when used in hot or 
humid gases. Condensation can take place in the manometer 
connection hoses and this could result in measurement errors. 

-certain types of Pitot tubes can be sensitive to dust and 
other pollution in the .ediu• to b~ measured. There are, however, 
special types of Pitot tubes Nhich can be utilized in such cases. 

tteasuring with Pitot tube is a very cheap method of determining 
the flow because the equipment is relatively simple and can even 
be self-•ade. 

A ready manufactured Pitot tube could command a price of approx. 
US $ 520 which would include calibration and auxiliary equipment 
<manometer, hoses, etc.>. The great disadvantage of the Pit.at 
tube is that the dynamic pressure may be difficult to measure for 
small gas flows <<10 - 15 m/s). In these cases measurements using 
an anemometer are a more accurate alternative. 

4.3.5. Measurement of temperature 

There are many different 
measured, both with direct 
instruments which are 
registrating or indicating 

methods by which temperature may be 
reading instruments and with ~easuring 
later connected to some form of 
instruments. 

The most common , by far , are liquid thermometers and 
thermocouples. Sometimes it can be appropriate to use a pyrometer 
for very high temperatures. 

Temperature measurement in the case of gas flow is mostly carried 
out by boring a hole in the gas duct and inserting the 
thermometer or its measurement probe. In the case of temperature 
measuren.·"?nt of gases or l i quids under pressure, measur i rig the 
outer surface temperature of the pipe through which the media 
flows must often be accepted. The surface temperature gauge must 
be well insulated to avoid measurement errors due to the 
temperature of the surroundings. 
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4.3.5.1. Liquid thermometers 

liquid thermometer-=:. are a st.rai ght.forwe.rd and cheap way to 
measure temperatures. One disadvantage of this met.hod is the 
inability to measure e}:tremely high or low temperc.tures. Another 
disadvantage is that the value attained can change if the 
thertn0meter is not kept. in the media while is being read. Reading 
should therefore , as far as it is possible, be carried out in 
situ. Continuous registrating is impossible with this direct 
reading method. Therefore, the method is unsuitable for detection 
of variation in temperatures during a longer time period, but, is 
suitable when only occasional measurement in easily accessible 
flows are required. 

The accuracy of the measurement varies with the size o~ the range 
of measurement of thermometer. Greater accuracy thaR +/- 0.11. is 
difficult to achieve with normal mercury thermometers used for 
manual measurements. 

4.3.5.2. Thermocouples 

A thermocouple consists of two metal wires joint together at one 
point (fig. 9). Here an electric voltage arises which is 
dependent on the material in the wires and the temperature at the 
fusing point. This voltage is measured with the mV-meter and the 
results is read in mV er 0 c directly. Jn some cases the voltage 
is not linear dependent on the temperature and then a calibration 
curve must be drawn up and the temperature read off as a function 
of voltage It is also important to maintain a part of the 
tf1ermocouple which does not measure the temperature at a definite 
temperature i ·, order to achieve accurate measurement results. 
EArlier it was done with the aid of an ice bath, but nowadays it 
is effected electronically by compensation in the reading u~it. 

It is important as in the case of all 
instruments, to choose an appropriate range of 
depends on the combination o+ metals according 
below. 

Table 6 Measuring ranges of thermocouples 

other measuring 
measurement. This 
to the table given 

Thermocouple Range of tempe;'"ature oc 

copper/constant.an -200 +400 
iron/constantan -200 +700 
nickelchrome/constantan -2(1(1 +700 
nickel/nickelchrome -200 +1100 
chromel/alumel -200 +1200 
platinum/platinum-rhodium 0 +1600 
iridium/rhoJium-iridium +1500 +2000 
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F~g.ure 9. Thermocouple temperature ..easurement 

Thermocouples a~e easy to use and the signals are easy to convert 
and store. Calibration is also straightforward by means of an ice 
bath or boiling water. 

At the time of purchase measuring probes both for 
insertion measurements and for outer surface measurements should 
be bC'·ught. It should be ensured that data on the accuracy of 
measurement and probe reaction time etc. are supplied with the 
instruments. 

There are many different manufacturers of such instruments as 
described above e.g. Technoterm, Testoterm, etc. Prices, depending 
on measurement accuracy and ranges, and selection of probes are 
between US $ 200 and 550. 

4.3.6. Humidity measurement 

Relative humidity is the actual amount of moisture in an air at 
any given temperature, divided by greatest amount of moisture of 
the same air could hold without condesation. The moisture content 
of a gas must be known in order to determine energy content of 
the gas. The cheapest way of achieving this is to determine wet 
and dry temperature of the gas and then to read the absolute and 
relative humidity of the gas from a Mollier diagram for moist 
air. This is still the most suitable for measurement in ducts 
where two thermometers ca be inserted without great difficulty. 
Wet cotton should be wound around one of the thermometers and 
this is used to determine the wet temperature of the air. It is 
important to check that the cotton is damp and to await a stable 
temperature reading in order to obtain relevar:t results. The dry 
temperature is measured in a similar way but the th!!rmometer here 
is not wound in cotton. 

Evaporation takes pl ace from the wet thermometer and c:ciol s it if 
the relative humidity of the air ~s l~ss than 100% and this 
results in the two thermometers showing .ji f ferent ten'1peratures. 
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This temperature difference is a measurement of the relative 
humidity of th~ gas. 

lhe ail' moi~-ture data with thP addit!on oi dew pc-int temperature 
<temperature at which moisture will condensate out of the air for 
a given specific humidity and pressure, a~ air moisture 
temperature is reduced) shown together graphically form a 
psychrometric chart. It: sets the ground for well-planed air 
conditioning systems. 

Lines of constant dry bulb 
temperature are al.ast vertical. 
Constant dew-point temperature 
lines are horizontal. Constant wet
bulb temperatures slope downward to 
right. Constant X humidity lines 
are curved. Before using chart one 
must know any two values. 

Figure 10. 

The easier way is to measure the moisture content with a direct 
reading electronic instrument. Such an instrument consists of a 
measuring probe and a digital or analog pointer instrument. In 
most cases the temperature can be measured using one of a number 
of such instruments and all the information required to determine 
the energy content of the gas obtained. These instruments are 
easy to handle and calibrate. They provide a greater accuracy of 
measurement than the wet and dry thermometer method. Also, no 
conversion is required or readings from diagrams since the 
humidity can be directly read in 'l.. There are many different 
manufacturer~ of this type of electronic measuring devices 
described above e.g. Technoterm, Testoterm etc., and prices are 
generally in the US $ 300 - 500 range. 

4.3.7. Flue gas analysis 

Measuring products of combustion from a fo~sil fuel combustion 
system is important for determining efficiency. The three 
products commonly measured are oxygen <02>, carbon dioxide 
CC02>,, and carbon monoxide <CO>. 

The excess air for a combustion process can be established with 
an 02 or COz measurement (fig. 11 >. Revie .. , of the curves shows 
that fuel type is important in translating a C02 reading into 
excess air, whereas with 02 the fuel effect is minor. CO is 
combustible product which indicates unburned fuel. Figure 12 
indicates how quickly the heat loss increases as the excess air 
is reduced to the point of having significant CO in the flue 
gases. 

The measurement of 02 content is preferred to that of C02. l-1hen 
it is a question of stationary , co"ltinuow:; measurement. A modern 
Oz meter works with a zirconium oxide cell which together with a 
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probe is placed in the flue gas flow. It is insensitive to dust 
and temperature. Accurate COz measurement instruments work on the 

i Ot---+-~..-.~ru~+-~~+--+---4 
~ 

!•t--+"1~~-+----1~~ 

' " •t--+-+--+...;;:a~--11- ....... 
' Is .....,, l 

• • 

Figure 11. Per cent 02 and C02 
versus excess air 

I 
l 
l 

r-.... 

...... 
Figure 12. Zone of maximum 

combustion efficiency 

infrared absorption principle. The measurement chamber is very 
sensitive to damp and contamination. The measurement system 

.. , ··involves t.he extraction of gases and their decondesation and 
filtration. The extrication system is sensitive to blockage and 
leakage. 

The prices for 02 analyzers are up to 6000 US $, depending on the 
manufacturer <Westinghouse , Amtek, Instrumatic, Ftc.>. 

The Fyrite C02 analyzers are suitable for a portable measurement 
of combustion efficiency. In theory, approx. 161. of C02 can be 
attained in the flue gases, but, normally it is between 11 - 12%. 
A certain amount of flue gas is conducted into a graduated vessel 
where it is washed with KOH and the C02 is absorbed <fig. 13>. 
The volume of t~~ flue gas is hereby reduced and this reduction 
can later directly be read off as C02 percentage of the gas. 

It ~~ important to ensure that: 
-the C02 conten~ is measured directly after the boiler to 

avoid measurement ~rrors due to the inflow of air into the flue, 
-instruments •re set to zero prior each measurement and that 
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the lye in the instrument is regularly checked and possibly 
changed, 

-the cor-rect amount of flue gas is induced into the 
instrumert in ordet- that ,-elev.ant measurement should be obtained. 

Fig~re 13. Fyrite C02 analyzer Figure 14. Soot content gauge 

The soot content and CO content can, when a lower degree of 
accuracy is demanded, be measured with the aid of a pump of known 
volume. The latter is used to pump a known volume of gas through 
a Draeger tube when the CO content is to be determined and 
through a white filter paper when the soot content is to be 
determined. The soot content is obtained by comparing the shade 
o< gray of filter paper with a standardized scale <1 - 10> which 
is supplied with the instrument, while the CO content can be 
directly re< id on the graduated Draeger tube. The soot content 
count shouJd be about l for light oil and maximum 3 for heavy 
oi 1. 

lr-1e use of electronic measL.ring instrument, which simultaneously 
measures combustior1 temperature, flue gas temperature and oxygen 
~ontent of the flue gases, is an excellent method of measuring 
the efficiency of a boiler. The instrument is programmed to show 
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directly the boiler efficiency if the fuel type is knc> ... n. The 
instrument may also be used to measure the CO content. ~uch an 
instrument including auxiliary equipment costs from 1000 US$ up, 
depending on the characteristics. Make: Testoterm. 

r;.,..,., I•: 

4.4. Stationary aeasuretment 

l. If it c• f1il, it "rill. 
2. If it, ............ . 
... lrill .. it tut uy. 

l. If it , ..... It .. illClrfedlJ, 
... .nu,.. it tut.,. _J 

In each factory a kind of •etering system exists whose ultimate 
goal is to assist plant personnel in •anaging the energy required 
to produce a specific product or service. l'!onitoring and 
reporting energy consu.ption allows for close control while 
minimizing expenses. Another goal is to provide historical energy 
consumption data to aid in projecting future loads and developing 
standards for the next year. Such d~ta are essential to financial 
forecasts and operating budgets. 

Unless energy consumption is measured it is next to impossible to 
know where to direct conservation efforts. A metering system 
provides the vital ingredient to a successful energy management 
program. 

Taking meter readings on a more frequent basis, perhaps as often 
as each shift, can reveal useful information such as: 

-meter misreadings, 
-meter error, 
-load changes due to production changes, 
-most and least efficient shifts, 
-need for maintenance. 

Bearing in mind the above mentioned Murphy'~ Lal-1 regular 
maintenance is very ilRJ>ortant because metering equipment must 
provide correct data to be useful. There is no better way to 
develop trust in the data than by regular calibrating the 
instruments. Simple checks can be done by general maintenance 
personn~l or instruments can be sent out to repair shops on a 
periodic basis. Calibration records are useful for assessing the 
performance of the instruments. They can identify the need for 
more or less frequent calibration checks, or possibly the need 
for instrument replacement. 

4.:5. Preparation of measur·ement plan for energy auditing 

For conduc~ing a diagnostic energy audit, the installation of 
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additional measureeents. beside the stationary ones, is required. 
In order that a measurement be meaningful. the measurement. 
results must represent that which was intended to be mca~urerl. 

There is a direct relationship between ttu-· e:-:tent o~ d.:.tc. 
collection and consolidation, and the subsequent evalurtti•·ri of 
energy conservation opportunities. While an in~L1ffic1ent data 
base •ay prevent the identification of several energy saving 
opportunities, a too extensive one may prove unnecessary and 
wasteful by diverting funds and time from more rewarding 
conserv~tion opportunities. 

To assure that neither too much nor too less measurement be 
taken, a -.easureaaent plan has to be prepared taking into account 
the following factors: 

-purpose of eeasure.ent, 
-forseenable retrofitting actions, 
-constraints for implementation. 

These factors should be find out during the short energy audit 
and visual inspection of a factory. A well prepared measurement 
plan will assure that the data gathered will serve as a good 
ground for determination of energy saving opportunities. 

But, only the correct results are useful results, 
requirements which must be fulfilled in order to attain 
measurement results include: 

-use of true instruments, 
-use of appropriate methods, 

so the 
correct 

-selection of a time when a representative results may be 
obtain, 

-correct processing of the results. 

These applied both to stationary and additional 
instruments. 

measuring 

The measuring instruments must have an accuracy which is in 
accordance with the demands made on the measurements. The range 
of measurement of an instrument should appropriately wide. If the 
instruments hardly reacts then naturally the results will not be 
very accurate. 

The instrument deviation which should be given in the instrument 
manual, is often stated in 7. of max reading. If the deviation is 
given to be +/- 27. of max reading, the relative deviation for a 
10% deflecticn reading is only +/- 20%. The aim should be to 
attain large readings when using the instruments the deviations 
of which are given in this way e.g. most flo"'' meters. 

There is no reason to use instruments having unnecessarily great 
accuracy when it comes to manual measuring instruments. Precision 
instruments are expensive and often ea~ily damaged when handled 
carelessly. The accuracy of the results is normally determined 
n1ore by manner in .,,hict"1 the measl1ring c;-qu1pment 1 s used, the 
manner ir1 whict"1 the measurement is e}:ecuted imd tt1e measurement. 
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results are processed, ther. by accuracy of 1r1easuring instr=unent. 
Measurement. should always be as direct as possible. Avoid 
deter111ining a value, the required measurement !'""esult!e<s the 
difference between or sum of ot.her- result5. 

It is important. to choose a repre~ec-ntat 1 ve time for e>:E-Cut Jon of 
the •easurement, especially for· manual measurements. Generally, 
the aaeasurement result which is of interest is that which 
represent the normal operation at the plant:. Therefore checks 
should be aade to see that production is normal and that all 
units usually in operation are actually in operation prior to 
starting the measurements. Also, the plant should be ruririing 
undisturbed for long enough to be in equilibrium before 
.easure.ent activities begin. The state of equilibrium can take a 
number of days to attain in some large processing industries 
Mhile at smaller plants a few hours aay be sufficient tiine. 

AnyNay, Nhen executing the measurements the mentioned tturphy's law 
should always be kept in mind. 

4.6. Data acquisition and data processing systems 

The basic purpo~e of measurement is to provid~_grocess variable 
information such as temperature, flow, pressure, etc. The term 
process denotes a plant facility or operation where there is a 
change of matter or conversion of energy. A process variable is a 
quantity or condition that influences a process. In addition a 
measured variable can be defined as a quantity, property or 
cc•ndition that is measured, and a sensing element is a device 
Nhich is responsive to the value of the measured variable. 

Up to now we have described some measuring instruments which are 
designed to respond to certain measured variables and to produce 
an output that indicates their values. 

To assess the effectiveness of energy use in operation of 
equipment or processes, all measured dAta have to be acquired and 
processed. Data acquisition is a process by which data from 
several location is collected together before it is processed, 
and data processing is a process of data interpretation and 
analysis on a routine basis to produce the information requirea. 

These operations almost always < but not necessarily> involve 
computers. If the computers are involved we denote them a~ data 
acquisition and data processing systems. 

Data acquisition systems are designed to interface a computer to 
the correct circuits or equipment in ord~r to collect data from 
external sourr~s. 

An e>:ample of date:• acqu1~ition ~ .. ystem configuratinn J!· <Jl•/f-r1 in 
figure 15. This system is developed and used by a l~affi ~t F~culty 
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of Electrical Engineering Zagreb. It consists of a number of 
..-arious peripherals around t.he host computer, wtd.ch may be any 
personal computer. but to recommend is IBM PC or compatible. 

-.w1&1 EEE .. 
1-2D 

DUUOODO 

le....,.. 

OIGITAL 

INPUl'IOUTPUT 
CONTROLLER 

}~ 

Figure 1~. An example of data acquisition system configuration 

The data acquisition system is of modular and distrjbuted 

processing design. 
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t'lt•dul ari ty means that it consists of var i ou~ modul E-!: which can be 
combined according to the needs for energy auditing. One module 
represents an 8 channel system fe>r electricity consumption 
measurement with clip-on A· ·1net.ers. If 1 t is necessar.,,. to measure 
.-..ore than 8 channels, two or mo!"E' modules can be applied. The 
other module is for standard 0- 01· 4 -- '.ZO mA signals which are 
the usual outputs from tt1P transducer·~.. ThP ne>:t module~ is 
suitable for signals from thermocouples. etc. 

A •icroprocessor unit can be attached to any module and it takes 
care of data conversion from all the inputs and data transmission 
to the main computer. Because of the modular and distributed 
design it is possible to do very complex measurement in large 
plants with a lot of measuring points. 

Such systems are usually acc0tnpanied with a software package for 
initialization of the data acquisition system. The initialization 
means telling the cetnputer how many modules there are, what are 
the measuring quantities and corresponding constant factors, what 
are the time intervals between successive measurements, how many 
quantities will be measured and stored, etc. 

Once the data are gathered and stored into the computer, it has 
to be processed. That means it has to be interpreted and analyzed 
in order to be compared with standards or optimal values to 
assess the real effectiveness of energy use and energy saving 
potentials. 

5. EXECUTION OF ENERGY AUDITING 

A diagnostic energy audit is physical measurement of energy use 
in a factory. A detailed analysis of the information collected 
from individual items of plant is then undertaken to assess the 
efficiency of energy use. 

The disadvantage of this approach is that it calls for a large 
initial input of capital to by meters, without any guarantee that 
useful information will emerge from the exercise and that it will 
eventually lead to the savings. The high cost and uncertain 
return serve as a discentive to many companies to undertake an 
energy audit. Also, in order to account for all the energy used, 
all the meters need to be installed and this can disrupt 
production. Such an exercise also calls for a great amount of 
effort before it produces a tangible result. 

But, on the other hand energy auditing is a necessary 
prerequisite for the success of an energy conservation program. 
Then, what is the solution? As the first step, a short energy 
i~:1dit has to be done to identify possible energy ~,avings and to 
enable the preparation of a proper measurement pla1·. 
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Secondly, one approach which has quit.e- C\ Jong t.1st.o•y a.no good 
success, emerged in Canad.:. under t.he name· "Energ·:, Su~" Aft.er 
that, it "'a~ adopted in EEL countriE·~. anc1 tatter or. '-urther 
elaborated in the frame of IJtHDOlUNDF proJec~ "lndustr J ai F.nergy 
Conservation"~ to be morT ;.cfiusted t:o tt.£- r1P~dc: r•f thr '1Pvt>lClr•ing 
countries. 

The main idec. wa~- to feorir· an interdisc1plil1ary tec.m of t-:'.pe•t~ 

equipped with necessary measuring instrument.~, c.;.pable of 
performing energy audit.ing on the field in industry. The role of 
the energy bus itself could be just to carry ~round the 
instrumentation ~nd the crew, but also to promot~ efficient 
energy use and to serve as a mobile training center. This 
additional role of energy bus is very important since: it makes 
people aware of possible ways for energy savings, am1 prepare 
theta to work with , and to operate improved and new equipment and 
processes. 

The services of the energy b~s and its crew to the companies 
could be supported by some government funds, but generally, a 
part of e>:penses should be charged to the companies. 

However, these charges will be considerably lower then the 
investments necessary if a c~mpany decides to start an energy 
audit by itself from the scratch, and the results attained will 
be more reliable. 

6. REPORTING THE ENERGY AUDITING RESULTS 

All the results of an energy audit have to be summarized into a 
report. The report should reveal a clearer picture in terms of a 
breakdown of energy use into major areas such as building 
heating, air conditioning, fuel used in boilers, fuel in 
furnaces, major process uses such as drying, evaporation, 
refrigeration, metal melting, heat treatment, etc. As a prelude 
to comprehensive monitoring and target setting the report should 
eventually reveal the extent to which energy use is weather
related, production related or not related to key factors at all. 

An energy balance brings together all the measurement results in 
the form of the important energy flows. These are presented 
regarding size and quality. An energy balance can be presented in 
tabular form, as a histogram, pie chart or Sankey diagram. The 
Sankey diagrair1 is the only diagram l-1hich apart from sho"1ing 
incoming and outgoing energy flo..,1s, also shows how energy is 
split up within the plant. Naturally, an energy balance cannot 
present all the information resulting from an energy audit, and 
must have different tables as appendice~ to it. 

A quantity which is also good to follow is the specifiL ennrgy 
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utilization, that is the energy uti l izatic-r:i per unit produced. 
AlJ energy forms used are converted to one and the same unit e.g. 
kWh. The quantities of different types of en~·r gy used are 
measured during a c~rtain time period, e.g. ~ week, all are 
converted to kWh, added together and divided by the quantity of 
production during the same peri,.od, and this lat.tel' quantity is 
expressed in units produced, m-' or tons. Units produced c:an be 
expressed in many different ways, differing from industry to 
industry. One suit.able forma for a urea plant is as utilized 
energy/ton urea produced and a suitable form for a rubber tire 
factory is utilized energy/nwnber of standard tires produced. 

It is also possible to calculate the specific energy number for 
each individual type of energy. 

Apart from the energy balance and the specific energy numbers 
there should be detailed daybooks where measurement. reading from 
stationary measuring instruments as well as results from manual 
measurements are entered regularly. It is , for e>:ample, of 
i.aportance to have a good boiler daytlook, but, also daybooks for 
the cooling plant and important processes are of value. 

All this goes to show that. measuring instruments can be utilized 
in different ways, but, that all of them are a prerequisite for 
efficient and economic energy conservation. 

Finally, based upon the rf!sults of energy auditirg, the meas•Jre 
recommendations for energy savings are to be prepared. These 
measures can be presented in the form of annual measure package, 
for example as in figure 16. 

Using the energy balance and other data, it is possible to make 
energy and cost calculations for all the measures from the 
packages, and to draw the priority list of measures in order of 
profitability. It is important that all type of measures which 
reduce energy costs are evaluated, very simple measures aimed at 
cutting down on wastefulness, recovery measures, process changes 
and changeover to cheaper energy sources. 

The first measures to be implemented should be aimed at putting 
right the unsatisfactory state of affairs due to poor 
maintenance. It is often the case that the largest part of the 
possible savings is achieved by implementing various simple 
measures, e.g. checking and calibrating instrumentation, 
adjusting automatic control devices, improving insulation, 
replacing the steam traps, etc. 

After that, exploitation of waste heat in condensate or 1011"1 

pressure steam and/or installation of measurement and control 
systems in certain stages of production can be consider, but, it. 
requires careful in"lestment calc•..tlations. Measure'"' aimed at 
recovery of "'aste t'1eat can sometime!:'. account for the· I argest. 
energy savings at factories having large quantities of 
unexplioted waste heat. 
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The third type of measure which can reduce energy costs i~ a 
changeover to a cheaper form of energy. Generally, this involves 
!'eplacing one type of fuel with a cheaper type. If the pric...e of 
electricity is high, then one should, as far as possible, try to 
replace elE-ctricity with other forms of energy. 

ENERGY lf1 JJZA TION 

50 
l • (GWh/YEARJ • 

45 ' ... 

40 '. -
35 -30 -
25 ... -
20 . 

. . 
10 . 

5 .. 
... -

YEAR 0 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 

PRESENTATION Of ANNUAL INST All.A- ANNUAL ENERGY PAYBACK PERIOD 
MEASURES TION COSTS CUS $1 COST SAVINGS CUS $l (YEARS> 

YEAR 1 ---------- 240.000 400.000 0.6 

YEAR 2 . ---------- 420.000 ~li0.000 1.2 

YEAR 3 ---------- 968 000 41.0.noo 2.2 

YEAR 4 ---------- 600.000 200.000 3.0 

Figure 16. Presentation of the annu~l measure package 
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Ar1yway, considerable economic gains have resulted when energy 
conservation projects have been carried out.in this way. The good 
r~·sult.~ have been confirmed by the many industries which have 
implemented the measures proposed. These actual instances show 
tliat energy uti 1 i::::-ation at a factory can be reduced by 25 -· 40i: 
at the cost of very reasonable investment. and that, as a rule, 
£·nergy uti 1 i zation can be reduced by at least 107. wi tt. simple 
measures having payback periods of well under one year. 

7. THE FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM 

The most important factors affecting industrial energy 
utilization are: 

-maintenance, 
-possibilities of controlling and measuring energy 
utilization, 

-qualified staff trained in energy technique, 
-factory design. 

If a lacJ' exists in any of these areas it is highly probable that 
the energy waste will occur, and the measures for energy savings 
will gain no results. 

A necessary condition to retain an achieved energy saving is a 
careful and regular follow-up program to ensure control of the 
company's energy position. According to the company's .,,ork 
schedule, the organization of its energy activities and training 
of personnel in such matters are all part of an energy 
conservation project. It has been shown to be imperative that 
there i~ one person within the company who has responsibilities 
for energy matters in order to achieve a satisfactory result and 
well implemented measures. 

It is also essential that the company management realizes the 
importance of the role played by the person responsible for 
energy matters in determination of company results. This person 
might well have, as an aid, an energy saving committee who help 
by stimulating interes~ in energy questions in the various 
departments. The post of such a person in charge of energy 
matters is usually referred to as an energy manager. 

He should have a practical technical background in order to be 
able to carry out his duties in the best possible manner. Several 
qualities come most readily to mind which the energy manager will 
r1eed to develop. Firstly, he must be a good communicator having 
the ability to listen as well as talk. He should possess or 
develop the ability to use simple language and analogies as 
illustration to ensure effective communication with all levels of 
people from director to machine operator. He must. be a good 
administrator able ~o correlate factual data and information on 
energy matters, usage and equipment. llJi thout suc:h i r1f or mat ion 
there is no framework within which to manage, take dec:1sion and 
Justify expenditure. He must also be abl~ to prep~rP clear, 
interesting and concise reports. 
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he must have ?. good undel'~tanding of people. 
of individual~ towards energy and its methods of 

The 
use 

are vastly differ-ent. t1ar.y are ..-c. .. Juc:l.:0:1.t to c:t.~.nge l-1ithr0ut good 
cause their established pt-act ice or- hab 1 ts. In at1d it ion, tt;ev are 
unlikely to welcome being ir1fonr.ed that they are using energy 
inefficiently. The approach must therefore be suitable 
diplomatic, and the energy manager must be thick-skinned iri order 
to withstand the occasional and inevitable reaction. The key 
objectives for the energy manager are summarized in the table 
below. 

Table 8. The role of the energy manager 

1. develop and maintain an energy accounting and audit 
system 

2. coordinated tte efforts of all energy users 
organization helping them from a source of 
information to set realistic targets 

in the 
sound 

3. provide sound technical and specialist advice to all 
departments within the organization on energy saving 
equipment and techniques to promote the efficient use of 
energy 

4. liaise with other group and organization in the field 
of energy conservation 

5. appraise and advice upon government funding and other 
schemes applicable to the company 

6. examine and advice upon any political, legislative 
and regulatory measures relating to energy and assess 
the possible impact on the company's products and 
activities 

7. remain up-to-date on the changing 
energy field and advice management 
effects on the company 

circumstance in 
of the possible 
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8. CONCLUSION 

lhis paper presents t.he role of, and a way to pPrtc.•r 111, an energy 
audit in the real i .-:at ion oi energy conservation pt •"lqr·ams. Some 
factors which might be characteristic for developing countries 
have been t.aken into account. These are: 

-usually unsuitable aaintenance, 
-lack of skilled •anpower, 
-instrumentation which usually does not work properly, 
-the energy sector in the factories is not adequately 
organized, 

-lack of funds for invest.ents in energy savings, 
-old, energy eating, technologies. 

All these factors assure the great energy saving potential, and 
also point the direction for the initial steps in starting an 
energy conservation project. These shoLlld be the realization of 
the house-keeping and low investment energy saving measures. It 
is important for two reasons: 

1. These measures will gain fast results and money saving as 
a consequence. This money, or a part of it, can be then 
reinvested in the more costly measures or in a follow-up 
program. 

2. The results achieved will gain the confidence of the 
people in the energy saving program, and they will be 
more cooperative, particularly if a kind of motivation 
scheme is developed. 

lhe next important thing is training. Sometimes, it pays more to 
train people to operate and maintain equipment and processes 
properly, than to buy new equipment. 

In the frame of the already mentioned UNIDO/UNDP project 
"Industrial Energy Conservation", a training network e>:ists .. ,ith 
three training centers established which cover all aspect~ of 
energy matters: energy policy and energy management on country 
level, energy aspects of process design and energy auditing and 
energy management on factory level. The experience gained sofar 
in this project could be of great interest to other developing 
countries, too, and could certainly form a good basis for 
cooperation. 
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Short Energy Audit Control Questionnaire 

No- of company 

Locohon 

Ofhciolca> inlerviev.d 

A Control of energy 

a vho i.a reeponeible ror -rgy .anog_nt, 
Poei.t.i.on i.n orgoni.eali.on 

Vho doee he/•he report lo 

Full t.i.- or part li. .. 
Guoli.li.cati.ons. rel.van\ experience 

staff 

z Kov i.a energy c:or-.lllpli.on revi.evecb 

F'rolft head olfi.ce or on loccd.i.on 

COnli.nuou•ly or peri.odi.colly 
Accordi.ng t.o o plan or i.n-egularly 

3 :rr peri.odi.colly. vhen voa lmat. reviev? 

' Hov i.a •nergy eonaumpt.ion anolyaed: 
by ct.part.-nl; 
by product; 

by source; 

APPENDIX I 

by month or number 
by coats; 

of vorki.ng doy• <•hills> per month 

belv-n li.ghling. hot VOlGr. •poc• healing. pov•r, 
refri.gel'oli.on •le.; 

belv-n olhce. faet.ory. lransporl Ole. 

anolysi.• i.c:lenli.fy relationship 
coneumpt.ion of .nergy ond level of acli.vi.ly? 

d Vhol uni.le ol meGMll'~l are u-d? 

<ll MAY be u-ful lo convert coneumpli.on 

llOl'l• ol -rgy i.nlo one uni.l - also i.nlo money. > 

7 Ca> Vhot are lhe Meleri.ng cont.ro'. arrong•menla? 
<N. •. Ttri.11 qu..t.i.on i.nclucletl: 
hov frequent.ly ar• reading• lolcen; 
t.o vhol ex-..nt i.e there sub mel•ri.ng; 

vhot. recorde ar• Jc.pl?> 

<b> I:• sub -i.ri.ng adequot.•? 

<c> should on 9neriJY llNln09•,.,.,nt. •Y•l•m be i.net.all•d? 
<d> Would C9nlrol clcKo loggi.ng be co•l •ff•cl"ve? 

of 

belv••n 

di.fferenl 
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• K• l.._.. on energy co.-.unpli.on forec:aat/budgel? 

C> Have alGndords been -l 
for eoc'h proc-• or bui.lch.ng? 

10 J:s conaumpl\.on compared v1.lh: 

previous per .. oda; 

olher locali.one; 

olher compani.-; 

i.. e. alandcard energy coneumpli.on 

olher i.ndualri-? 
CDoe8 lhe companaon account of veot.her condi.1.i.ona 

ond drays vorked?> 

U •- the .anage..nl eel largeLa: 
for Gbeolule level.a of conaA~i.on; 
for level.a of ~tmpli.on boeed on ac:li.vi.ly; 

for levels ol idle ti .. : 
for perc:enlage cul8 in COfWUWtPbon? 

ca.> Doell .onag.-nt conei.der 

c:or-.wiption on .... nliol porl 

inf~tion 

of the 

i.nforMGlion ~? 
<b> al not. vhy not? 

... Vhcsl steps have been taken by vay of propaganda or 

educoti.on of emplo:.·-· lo prOIM>t• energy conaervGti.on? 

.. , Vhcsl elepe are being/have taken 

energy 
rec\cunali.on of energy - heal from Air. 

producta etc; 

using voete - a fuel? 

i.:s To vhat extent i.a planned -i.ntenonc• i.n operoti.on? 

i.cs Hov often - different C'..ASS•S of plant 

, .. led e.g. for con Olli on. crAclci.ng. 

leak•. mollunctioni.ng etea.m trope. i.nac:curAI.• 

control device8? 

t.7 ca> :le there o li.at ol energy eovi.ng 
i.nv•at-nt.e under revi.ev. r~nked i.n 
order of priority. vi.th detai.l•d coati.ng 

and poy-bock colcu\Ati.on? 

cl» :If not. vhy not? 

i.a HAS A Sankey di.agrCIM been prepored? 

i.n re-cycli.ng 

voter. not 

i.napected or 

fouling. 

or i.Y'><>peroti.ve 
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B Sources of energy 

I Vhol - lhe -.arc:.9 of energy u-d? 

Cool of other aoli.d fuels 

oaa 
Eleclri.c:i.l y 

Li.qui.d fu•l• 
Olher 

z CO> Wheal tori.If• or• used? 

Cb> vhy? 

Cc> When v•- they laet. r•vi.eved? 
<cl> eon off-peak tGl'iJ'ta be used? 

<•> con you cul lft0Xiwu111 d9111Gnd? 
ct~ Con you i.wiprov• pover foclor• vhe- i.l 

lo do llO? 

C Use of energy 

' aui.ldi.ng• 
co> 1:11 i.1"18Uloli.on odequo.l• 

roof volla; 
floors; 

cloora; 
vi.ndova; 

Cb> For vhot. period or9 bu~ldi.nga healed and li.ghled: 

hour• per doy; 
doy• per yeo.r; 

Cc> J:a heoli.ng conlrollecl MAnuolly; 
by lhermoeloL, ti.- clock etc? 

Cd> Vhol i.a lhe l....,.,..u~e? 
<•> could t.he t.empel'Alur• be ,....ced? 
cf> li>oea teniperolur• vary f'rom one port 

lo another? 

or 

i.a 

Cg> J:a venli.lo.li.on 
heo.l loa8>? 

Cott.en lhe major 

ch> Ar• porta or the bui.ldi.ng heot.ed unnec .. aori.l y? 

Ci.> Ar• energy ef'\ci.enl \i.ghli.ng fi.t.li.ng• 

u .. d? 

2 Oi.L at.orag• 
co> Hov ore at.orog• lonka heo.\ed? 
Cb> Ar• they kept. al moet. economic t.emperot.ure? 

Cc> Are \hey odequote\y i.n.u\.oLed? 

• Vhot. or• oreoa of hi.gh -rgy conaumpt.i.on? 

ec:onomiccal 

bui.ldi.ng 

cont.rol• 
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• Vhcal 

90ving•? 

further steps lo opl\.Mi.ee 

5 ~-
(Q) Ar• pipes and lonks adequalel y lagged? 

<b> Sc cond9naate recovered? 
cc> X• boiler and furnace efhcieney leeled? 
<d> Are proce- lemperalure• Gl lov-l e-enli.Gl level? 

<•> Xe lhe opli_,,.. blovdovn on boilers mGi.nlGined"> 

d> h refrigerGli.on plonl operating efri.cienlly? 
Cg> Are u ... re leaka of ateo.lft0 hol voter or 

cai.r? 

D Records of consumption 

Proclue9 detca\ed oncalyais or energy coJWUMed over 

recent. y_.. Shov lhe acc:ounl. ond C09t per unil. 

lhe lft08l 

or each 

fuel. CThi.e vill be ueecl for the purpoae ol \he cun-ent 

aucli.l oncl for provi.cli.ng 0 baae li.ne 

loler y-.) 

2 Revi.ev -i.trti.ng recorda of COn8UlftPli.on 
odequot• i.nf'orwncati.on U. a.voi.loble to monagemenl. 

' COmpGre conaampti.on vi.th: 
ca> other lOCGli.ona; 

Cb> previ.ou• periocla; 
(C) budget. 

for colllpCll'M.on 

oncl 

Compo.re .t.GnclGrd c:onsumpti.on to oct.ual for ea.ch process 

operGt.i.on. Gncl i.denti.fy loe- a.ncl improvements. 

7 Te.t. r9Corda agcan8l i.nvoicee. 

E Maintenance 

z 

• 

Detenmne vhet.her he vorke on a plonned 111Gi.nl9nOne• 

and c:onei.der vhet.her he ehould do eo. 

Check \hot Gll control ore errect.i.v• 

frequently t. .. t.ed. 

vi.th 

if 

or 

Gnd 
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' cowwider 
~ring 

elec:lricily 

rlov real•>-
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vhelher further inelru-nls 

or controlling pariiculor 

c~mplion. l•Mperolure. 

vould 

Delerm~ne 

cl-ni.ng of 

f ouli.ng ond 

vhelher ma.inlenonc• is culequal• Ce. g. 
boil.era i.• unlikely 
corroei.on ol lubetl • 

lo be eufhci.enl lo 

check for carbon 
production from goe burners>. 

eon.icier hov -"ntenonc. could be iwtprOVed: 

(Q) -- mkilled MOnpOV.r; 
cb> deeign chcange Ce. g. fitting ol by-poes 

~pe line at.roi....,... M.ghl gla8ee8. etc. > 

in 

<•- g. 
hulfti.dily. 

annual 
o.voi.d 

1110noxi.de 

foci.lilies. 

7 (Q) aeviev fuel et.m-oge oncl handling. 

<b> eon.i.der vhelher lelllpercalurea 

~v•. 

F Environment 

aeviev mpoce healing 

Ca> cleterwri.ne vhelher 

llri.ni-.im feoM.bl•. 
unnec:eeearily healed 

occupied volume 

oncl vhether o.ny 
per person 
unoccupied 

is 

•poc• 
Cb> check lhol healing iftlllcallo.lion hos foal r••pone• 

control 

or 

lo 

(C) check lhol control clevic.11 ore protected from 

Cd> 

,., 
cf> 

cg> 

unout~ in\erf 9J"ence 

check lhot le111peroture. 
ore not exe889i.ve 

check vhelher 

building• 

•neu- vi.nclov• ore not 
i.n heated bui.ldi.ng11 

air 

irwulo.li.on lhroughoul 

mov~ oncl ventio.lti.on 

exi.sl i.n to.ll 

for lemperolure control 

plant. i.ncludi.ng 
ond pi.pe rune. roof•. vcalle. doore. vi.ndov11 etc. noors. 

ch> check lhol .Y•l- ore properly ~nt•groted ci.. •· 
heating ond cooling plo.nts do nol conflict> 

<i.> revi.ev heating i.netollotion, oncl conei.der 
i.mprovemenla i.n control. 

CH.•·: The purpoee of lhi.11 audit et.ep. i.n conjucti.on 
vi.th 'A' a.bove. ie to determine vhen ond hov 
much heat i.a loet, vi.th a vi.ev to recommending 
reMedi.ol action, i.I oppropriole. > 

2 aevi.ev lighting 

ca> conei.der i.I the M09t elli.ci.ent form ol lighting ... 
used for ea.ch purpoee 

Cb> check li.gMing level• do not 
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rec:o-ndoli.ons 
cc> ia prc>p9r ume .a.de of not.urcal doyhghl "> 

G Electricity 

s aevi.ev lardfc or conlract.e for eupply of energy 

co> eneure t.he -l oppropri.al• t.Gri.Ue -· ue•d. di.ecue 

vi.lh suppli.ers i.f cappropri.Clle. 

2 Check call recmc..-bl• al•pe - lak•n lo mi.n1.'llti.-

~ ror •leclri.c:ily ••• g.: 
Co> ...-.heciule laUa lo olf-peak peri.oda 

cb> uee on ·~ncy t.ype di.-l or lurbi.ne clri.v•n 

pnercalor - booal9r/all•rnoliv• lo •\•Clri.c:i.t y. 

pref•rob\y includi.ng voale heol recov•ry 

cc> ..oni.tor coneu-.pt.ion prec:W.ly 

Cd> "'89 --..... de9and ..i-

• Conei.der the lecuri.bi.lity ol uming ni.ght rcLt.e •leelric:i.ty. 

' Conei.der eub ..teri.ng and u- of porlClble VClt.l 

thClt. c:oneuwaption eon be brolc•n dovn into 
-l•r eo 
conlrollabl• 

unite. i.. e. coet c:en1.r ... thereby lllGki.ng 80- i.ndi.vidual 

pereona\ly ...aponsible. 

H Personnel 

eon.i.der if' spec:i.aliat. vorkers 

1110li vat.eel. •. g. : 

-rgy manager 
mcU.nlenonce engineer 

furnace operator 

inelru.-nt. engineer 

are ad9Quc\l•ly 

2 aevi.ev -rgy ~rvCllion propagClnda or •ducClli.on. e. 9. : 

poel•-
._,.. .ogazines 

c:i.rculars 

requ•ete for eugg-liona frOlll employ••• 

l4Uca and shorl cour ... 

I Capital investments 

I project.a under conei.dercali.on 

return/poy back 

trCli.ned 

aevi.ev energy related copi.lal 

CG) check ccalcu\ol.i.on of 

Cb> revi.ev Cll"gu-nl• for and ogCli.net lllGki.ng 

i.nveet.-nl. 

lh• 
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check lhcal lox and 

correct.Ly taken inlo account. 

of 111Gjor energy uaing 

process equ"Lp-nl: 

any grcanla care 

euch aeviev refurbi.ah-nl 

as furnaces. boilers ond 
CN. a.: Aboul 90 .,-r cenl or all energy used by industry is 

Ca> 

Cb> 

CC> 

Cd> 

Ce> 

converted in boilera or furnaces.> 

coneider vh.ther \hey ahould be replaced 
c:orwl.der vh.ther lhey 

by pi-e-heal\.ng air. 

•hould be -.odified: 

by adding -lering faci\\.\iee. 
by recovering vaele heal.. by iMprOVed i.nM1lalion. 
by .-.placing burners lul'ndovn copabili.ly 

ueeful ia \here ia a nuclucaling load/de~ 

by adding econowM.eera. 
by returmng condewt.e t.o bo\.lera. 

by i.lltpr()Ved conlrole. 
c:oneider e\.se vi.8-o-vi.a deMGnd. 

deternri.ne vh.ther uee of cooling 
lo on economic level. 

eonal.eier conv•raion lo coal for 
lo reduce energy coe\a. 

val•r 

proc-• 

vhich 

i.s reelricled 

and bo\.lera 




